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Abstract-Mobile phones are ubiquitous devices that begin to be
involved in plenty of tasks in addition to their standard voice
function. Using mobile phones to access remote information over
TCP/IP is a common demand. However, when travel across networks, information is exposed to several security risks, and the
use of cryptographic security unavoidable. Mobile phones still
have low computational power and implementing cryptography is
not easy as it requires more computational resources. In this paper we deal with the implementation of a broadcast authentication
protocol based on quadratic residues chains, constructed with the
squaring function, and time synchronization. The advantage of
this approach is that the broadcast protocol can run for an unbounded period of time without requiring re-initialization. The
protocol is implemented in Java and it is used to authenticate the
information received from a remote sender. As the use of the
squaring function induces the requirement for more computational power, testing this protocol in a more constrained environment, such as mobile phones, is also relevant in order to establish
its performance. The results can be also viewed as the first step to
implement an analogous solution to the well known hash chains.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
As information travels over insecure networks, guarantees
over its security are need. For this purpose, the use of cryptographic techniques is the only alternative, as cryptography offers a large variety of functions and protocols to withstand malicious adversaries. Security objectives vary from application to
application; however, four security objectives are central: confidentiality, integrity, authentication, non-repudiation. Among
them, authentication is acknowledged to be the most important,
since, for example it is obvious that information has little value
when one can not establish its source. In brief, authentication
refers to two distinct objectives: entity authentication, also
known as identification, and data origin authentication, also
known as message authentication, which refers to a guarantee
on the source of information (this also assures the integrity of
information).
Mobile telephony is a large scale industry, and more demands on mobile phones come from the market every year. In
addition to their standard voice function, more services are
requested by the users. As these devices became ubiquitous,
and start to handle information that travels over insecure networks, the use of cryptography has become mandatory. Still,
the use of cryptography can be a problem when we are faced
with performance. This is because in complex scenarios, where
expensive cryptographic operations are performed, a lot of
computational power may be needed, and still mobile phones
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have somewhat low computational power compared to standard computers.
A good example of a scenario, that is frequent in practice,
and complex enough to create performance problems, is assuring the authenticity, by the use of cryptographic functions, of
some information that is broadcasted to a large number of receivers. Broadcast scenarios are quite frequent in practice,
since there are many situations in which the same information
needs to be sent to a large number of receivers.
Several papers addressed this problem and the best solution
from the performance point of view is the use of elements from
a one-way chain as keys for Message Authentication Codes
(MAC) and time synchronization [1], [8], [9], [10]. The idea of
using one-way chains in authentication originates from a identification scheme proposed by Lamport [7], also the use of time
synchronization can be avoided if a challenge response mechanism is used as in [1], [4]. This is because in this way the
use of secret shared keys can be avoided.
One limitation that these solutions are facing is the size of
the chain that is used. The problem that occurs is that the size
of the one-way chains, from which the authentication keys
emerge, is limited and when the chain exhaust there are no further keys to compute the MAC codes. Therefore a new chain
must be computed and the initialization procedure followed
again. In order to improve on this, a solution that removes this
disadvantage by using chains that are unbounded in practice
was proposed in [5], [6]. As stated, the main advantage of this
solution is that the chain never exhausts and the authentic
broadcast can run for an unlimited period of time without requiring re-initialization for the senders or receivers. By removing the re-initialization requirement the inconveniencies that
such a task raises are also removed. Since this task basically
consists in the computation and verification of a digital signature this solution will remove the requirements for these and
can also remove the requirement for storing digital certificates
over a long period of time.
The only drawback of this approach is that the squaring
function, used to compute the chain, is more computational
intensive than the hash functions usually involved in this operation. As shown by the experimental results, this function is
several tens of times more computational intensive than a hash
function. But although the solution uses a function that is more
computational intensive than hash functions, it is still affordable in many situations. What we are interested in, is to test the
applicability of such a protocol in a more constrained environ-

ment. Therefore, in this paper we explore the potential use of
this solution on an application that runs on mobile phones. For
this purpose we build a client application that we run on a Nokia 6288 phone in order to receive authentic information from
some server. The mobile phone proves to be a good experimental device, since it has lower computational power than standard computers but still can handle such a protocol. Also the
applications on mobile phones in which authentication is
needed are quite frequent in practice. In large, this paper can be
viewed as a first tentative to bring the use of a broadcast authentication protocol based on quadratic residues chains in
practice. The results are positive since the protocol proves to be
efficient as shown by the experimental results.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the environment that we address is presented and in section 3 the cryptographic protocol is described. In section 4 experimental results
are presented which show both the computational requirements
for the involved cryptographic primitives but also the communication performance that can be achieved by the use of this
protocol. Section 5 holds the conclusions.
II. THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE MOBILE PHONE THAT WE USED
A brief description of the environment that we address is
given. We imagined a scenario that fits in the concept of smarthome, which addresses the use of automation in private homes
in order to increase the comfort and security of its inhabitants.
In our scenario, some home-automation installation sends information over TCP/IP that can be accessed through mobile
phones via Internet connection by its holders. We assume that
the holders may not be honest to each other and therefore the
use of a secret shared key between the sender, i.e. the home
automation installation, and receivers, i.e. the house owners, is
excluded. Therefore, this application will serve as a reduced
example but relevant enough for the application of the protocol. Also the setting of the application is relevant as it is certainly that in the nearby future home automation applications
will need to send information over the Internet to be downloaded on the mobile phones of their owners.
As a concrete example we used a steam boiler where water is
heated under pressure to a given temperature and the boiler
must give reports on its temperature. This scenario should be
wlog as any other home automation may be placed instead of
the heating boiler. The application setting is depicted in figure
1, and a description of the mobile phone that we used is now
given.
Mobile phones are widespread devices and although their
computational power, memory, capabilities and functionalities
vary a lot, they still fit in the category of low computational
power devices. To write an application for a mobile phone, one
can use the C and C++ environments for mobile phones with
Symbian or Windows Mobile as operating systems. However,
the most portable and used solution is to write applications in
Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) [17].
Even though Java implementations on mobile phones respect
one or more of the following standards: Connected Limited
Device Configuration (CLDC), Mobile Information Device
Profile (MIDP) 1.0, MIDP 2.0 or MIDP 2.1; the application

capabilities may differ from one phone to another due to the
lack of support for some services.
The client application, that we developed to receive authentic information, was tested on a Nokia S40 mobile phone emulator and on a Nokia 6288 phone which is build on the S40
platform. Still, the application should run on any other MIDP
2.0 and CLDC 1.1 compatible phone. The mobile phone simulator is packed together with the Series 40 5th Edition SDK,
Feature Pack 1 and it is based on Nokia 6500s Device [14].
Several technical details about the Nokia 6288 that we
worked on now follow. Nokia 6288 heap (RAM) size is
2048KB, and it has 6MB internal memory, expandable with a
MicroSD card. For data transfer it supports Wideband Code
Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), Enhanced Data rates for
GSM Evolution (EDGE), General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) and High-Speed Circuit-Switched Data (HSCSD)
standards. The Java implementation from Nokia 6288 supports
MIDP 2.0, CLDC 1.1 [15].
The server application which sends authentic information
was developed using Java, and tested on an Intel compatible
computer. The computer on which the server runs, is connected
to a water heating installation which is controlled over the serial port, i.e. RS232. The server sends the reference temperature
to the installation, and the installation sends back to the server
the temperature measured in three different points of the vessel
with heated water at every two seconds. Multiple clients can
connect to the server to receive the temperature values; in particular, we run the clients on mobile phones. The transmission
is done over TCP/IP, the server has a fixed IP which is known
by the application that runs on the mobile phones.
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Figure 1. Application setting.

III. ONE-WAY CHAIN BASED AUTHENTICATION WITH THE
SQUARING FUNCTION
We now give a brief description on how to construct a oneway chain based on the squaring function, the reader is referred
to [6] for a complete description of such a protocol. A one-way
key chain can be defined as:
ki = f η − i ( x ) , i = 0,η

(1)

Here f denotes a one-way function and η is the length of the
chain. Instead of using a hash function for the function f, we
will use the squaring function:
f ( x ) = x 2 mod n

(2)

Here n is composite modulus, usually in the form of
n = p ⋅ q where p, q are two large primes. This function is
commonly used in public key cryptosystem as it forms the basis of the Rabin cryptosystem [11] and also the RSA [12] uses
a similar function with a different value for the exponent. It is
provable that breaking this function is equivalent to solving the
problem of integer factorization, which is known to be infeasible for now. The advantage in using this function instead of
hash functions is that chains of lengths unbounded in practice
can be computed because there is no need to sequentially compute the chain. This is because by Euler’s theorem we have:
φ ( n)

x

= 1mod n

(3)

And therefore, by using relation (1), we can efficiently compute the successive composition of the function by reducing the
exponents modulo the order of the group, i.e. φ ( n ) :
f η ( x ) = x 2 mod n = x
η

2η mod φ ( n )

(4)

mod n

The computation of f η ( x ) can be efficiently done by first

computing an exponent e = 2η mod φ ( n ) and then computing

f η ( x ) = x e mod n . By the use of the repeated square and multiply algorithm this can be done in logarithmical complexity.
Also the computation of one element will not require the previously two modular exponentiations if we use a time-memory
trade-off to compute sequences of elements since only one
modular multiplication can be done to compute an element
from another since f η − i ( x ) = f η −i −1 ( x ) ⋅ f η − i −1 ( x ) . Therefore,
the computational power required for computing such a chain
tends to one modular multiplication. Also, the verification on
the receiver’s side will always be at the cost of one modular
multiplication. This property of the squaring function was also
used in [2], [3] to construct a pseudo-random number generator
as secure as the integer factorization problem and in [13] to
create time-lock puzzles.
Now, in our scenario we will broadcast packets with the
structure:

Sender → Receivers :

{

}

Pi = M i = {θ1 ,θ2 , θ3 , T } , MACKD ( ki+1 ) ( M i ) , ki , i = 1,η
MACKD( ki+1 ) ( M i ) is a message authentication code computed

on the message M i which consists in the three temperature
values from the boiler and the local time at which they were
measured; each temperature value has 4 bytes and the time is 8

bytes long. KD ( ki +1 ) is a key derivation process from which
the key of the MAC is computed from the element of the oneway chain. The MAC is of 256 bits as the SHA-256 hash function is used and the key is 1024 bits. Each packet is sent to all
clients at time tstart + i ⋅ δ , where tstart is the time at which
broadcast starts and δ is the key disclosure interval. Upon
receiving each packet the receiver must verify that
tmax,Sender ( treceive ) < tstart + ( i + 1) ⋅ δ . Here treceive is the time at

which the packet is received, and tmax, Sender ( treceive ) is computed
based on the time synchronization procedure, see [6] for details. If this proves to be correct the packet is stored and only
later checked for authenticity when the next key is disclosed –
this happens at time tstart + ( i + 1) ⋅ δ . Each client has to follow
an initialization stage which consists in a time synchronization
procedure, as described in [6], and obtaining the initialization
packet which is the most recent packet sent by the server with
an additional digital signature required to commit the one-way
chain (the same procedures as in [6] can be also used).
The only disadvantage in using this function is the computational power required to compute the chain. The experimental
results show that the computational power is affordable on the
mobile phone that we used. Also, another disadvantage may be
the size of the keys which is larger than for hash chains, however, this is in the order of thousands of bits and it should not
be relevant when message size is large enough, for example
when video-frames are broadcasted.
IV EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Implementing cryptography and the communication protocol on the Nokia 6288
For the application on the server side the Java SE 6 Development Kit (JDK) was used and for the client application we
used Java Wireless Toolkit 2.5.2 together with Series 40 5th
Edition SDK, Feature Pack 1 [17]. As an IDE we chosed to
work in NetBeans 6.0 IDE with mobility pack [18]. The cryptographic primitives from the Bouncy Castle Crypto API 1.38
are used – the package can be found at [16]. The decision to
use this library was made because of it’s support for both mobile and SE versions of Java. From this library we used the
BigInteger, HMAC and SHA256Digest classes to implement
the cryptographic protocol.
Both the server and the client part of the cryptographic protocol are implemented in the same package, sharing the same
code, which is compiled differently for each Java version (Java
SE and J2ME), one to be used on a standard computer and the
other for a mobile phone. The architecture of this package is
depicted in figure 2. The IPackageProvider interface is an interface used by the server to generate new packages and by the
client to verify the authenticity of the packages received from
the server. It has four member functions with the following
functionalities: byte[] getNextPackage() returns the next package, public int getLength() returns the package length, boolean
isPackageValid(byte[] b) returns true if the package is valid,
public byte[] getUnpackagedData(byte[] b) returns the information from the package that is used for the application, i.e. the

value of the temperatures, without the additional cryptographic
information. The DeMAPackageProvider class is a class that
implements the interface described above. It’s main functions
are those described in the interface. The getNextPackage function computes the new MAC on the data provided by
IDataProvider and the current time, and then it concatenates
the data, MAC code and the key of the previous MAC, along
with the current time and returns it to be sent by the server.
Another function is isPackageValid, which checks the package
with the last known good key, and also verifies the time constraint. The IMac interface is used to generate and check the
MAC. It can use any MAC function as a backend. In this application the SHA-256 HMAC was used. It was implemented in
MySHA256HMac class which is just a wrapper for the HMAC
class found in Bouncy Castle library. The IDataProvider interface has just two functions: getNextData which returns next
data to be transmitted and getLength, which returns the length
of the data. This interface has to be implemented in the application that transmits the data, in our case, the server. The
IKeyProvider interface has two roles: to generate new keys and
to verify if the received key is authentic. Its functions are:
getNextKey, getKeyLength and checkKey. This interface is implemented in the DeMaKeyProvider and uses a one-way function defined in the IOneWayFunction interface, and implePow2OneWayFunction.
Finally,
mented
by
the
Pow2OneWayFunction implements the discrete squaring function f(x) = x2 mod n.
As for the communication protocol, on the client side we
used sockets from the javax.microedition.io.* package. The
classes that were used are the Connector and the SocketConnection classes. On the server side the java.net.ServerSocket
and java.net.Socket classes were used. In both cases the TCP/IP
protocol was used for it’s reliability.
B. Performance of the cryptographic primitives
The speed of the cryptographic primitives was evaluated on
a Nokia 6288 mobile phone. Because it has a multitasking operating system, its java virtual machine performance can be
influenced by other tasks. To limit this effect we ran the benchmarking application in flight mode - in this mode of operation all phone’s communication functions are stopped. For
Hash, HMAC and BigInteger the classes from the Bouncy Castle Crypto API were used and the computational time was
measured by taking the current time with the Date class. The
computational time shown in table 1 was measured by running
each cryptographic primitive 100 times and then computing the
mean value. Because running the test right after the start of the
application would negatively influence the performance, since
initialization code will be still running in background, we ran
the tests only after some user input.
C. Communication performance of the protocol
The communication test was done on a Nokia 6288 mobile
phone connected to Internet using an Orange E-mail & Internet
Start service plan from Orange Romania [19]. The network
connection type was EDGE, at the maxim speeds of 220 kbps,
but it is influenced by other factors, like radio conditions, num-

ber of connected mobiles in the cell or obstacles between the
phone and the transmission station [19].
interface

IPackageProvider

+isPackageValid:boolean
+getUnpackagedData:byte[]
nextPackage:byte[]
length:int

DeMAPackageProvider
-dataProvider_:IDataProvider
-oldMessage_:byte[]
-oldMac_:byte[]
-macHandler_:IMac
-keyProvider_:IKeyProvider
-isFirstKey_:boolean
-oldKey_:byte[]
-epsilon_:long
-delta_:long
-ts_:long
+waitMs:long
+errorMs:long
+badT:long
+got:long
+isAuthNoT:long
-checkTime_:boolean
+DeMAPackageProvider
+isPackageValid:boolean
+getUnpackagedData:byte[]
-checkFirstKey_:boolean
+getSendTime:long
-getMessage_:byte[]
-getTime_:long
-getMessageAndTime_:byte[]
-getMac_:byte[]
-getKey_:byte[]
-longToByteArray:byte[]
-byteArrayToLong:long
delta:long
epsilon:long
nextPackage:byte[]
length:int

interface

interface

IKeyProvider

IMac

+checkKey:boolean

+computeMac:byte[]
+check:boolean

nextKey:byte[]
keyLength:int

length:int

DeMaKeyProvider

MySHA256HMac

-owf_:IOneWayFunction
-currentBuffer:Stack
-nextBuffer:Stack
-bufferSize:int
-sessionsUpperBound:long
-currentSession:long
-myEulerPhi:BigInteger
-mySecretKey:BigInteger
+DeMaKeyProvider
+DeMaKeyProvider
-InitializeBuffers:void
-GetSessionKey:BigInteger
+checkKey:boolean
-trimZero_:byte[]
nextKey:byte[]
nextKeyAsBigInteger:BigIntege
keyLength:int

interface

IDataProvider

nextData:byte[
length:int

+computeMac:byte[
+check:boolean
length:int

interface

IOneWayFunction

+compute:BigInteger

Pow2OneWayFunctio
-modulus_:BigInteger
+Pow2OneWayFunction
+compute:BigInteger

modulus:BigInteger

Figure 2. Application architecture.
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